Willing Victim Cara Mckenna
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this willing victim cara mckenna by
online. You might not require more epoch to spend to go to the ebook instigation as skillfully as search for
them. In some cases, you likewise do not discover the revelation willing victim cara mckenna that you are
looking for. It will entirely squander the time.
However below, later than you visit this web page, it will be thus entirely simple to get as competently as
download lead willing victim cara mckenna
It will not bow to many era as we explain before. You can complete it even though undertaking something
else at house and even in your workplace. consequently easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we
have the funds for under as capably as review willing victim cara mckenna what you bearing in mind to read!

Driving Her Wild Meg Maguire 2013-11-01 Winning is good. Succumbing is even better… Evasion Recently
retired pro MMA fighter Steph Healy is through having rough-and-tumble romps with sexy blue-collar
dudes. Unfortunately, Wilinski's Fight Academy has hired an electrician with a body built to make a gal
weep. And avoiding some full-body contact is taking all of Steph's self-control. Grapple Carpenter-turnedelectrician Patrick Doherty is damn good with his hands. Sure, he's not what Steph is looking for—yet. But he's
about to prove that she has seriously underestimated her opponent…. Submission The moment Patrick has her
deliciously pinned, Steph knows she's in deep, deep trouble. Because this seemingly mild carpenter has the
mastery to give her exactly what she needs…and this is one takedown she's willing to take lying down!
Deeper Robin York 2014-01-28 NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY LIBRARY
JOURNAL In Robin York’s sizzling debut, a college student is attacked online and must restore her
name—and stay clear of a guy who’s wrong for her, but feels so right. When Caroline Piasecki’s ex-boyfriend
posts their sex pictures on the Internet, it destroys her reputation as a nice college girl. Suddenly her oncepromising future doesn’t look so bright. Caroline tries to make the pictures disappear, hoping time will bury
her shame. Then a guy she barely knows rises to her defense and punches her ex to the ground. West Leavitt
is the last person Caroline needs in her life. Everyone knows he’s shady. Still, Caroline is drawn to his
confidence and swagger—even after promising her dad she’ll keep her distance. On late, sleepless nights,
Caroline starts wandering into the bakery where West works. They hang out, they talk, they listen. Though
Caroline and West tell each other they’re “just friends,” their feelings intensify until it becomes impossible to
pretend. The more complicated her relationship with West gets, the harder Caroline has to struggle to discover
what she wants for herself—and the easier it becomes to find the courage she needs to fight back against the
people who would judge her. When all seems lost, sometimes the only place to go is deeper. Praise for Deeper
“York’s beautiful prose and vivid descriptions enhance the realism and impact of Caroline and West’s story.
Deeper and Harder are sensual and profoundly moving. The books are told in first-person from both Caroline’s
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and West’s POVs, and I sat on the emotional roller coaster right beside them as West learns to hold tight to
Caroline and embrace life to the fullest. . . . They are books I will cherish.”—Lea Franczak, USA Today “Deeper
perfectly captured me. Robin York masterfully tells this story with the perfect balance in tone and realistic
characters that I’m still thinking about days later. One of the best written New Adult novels, hands
down!”—Cora Carmack, New York Times bestselling author of Losing It “Bursting with chemistry, emotion,
and heart, Caroline and West’s story will take your breath away!”—Katy Evans, New York Times bestselling
author of the REAL series “The perfect New Adult story. West will make you swoon!”—New York Times
bestselling author Monica Murphy “Beautifully written and full of swoony tender moments, toe-curling
chemistry, and delicious, twisty angst . . . Stop whatever you’re doing and read this book.”—Christina Lauren,
author of the Beautiful Bastard series
Jane of Austin Hillary Manton Lodge 2017-06-13 “Know your own happiness. You want nothing but patience
- or give it a more fascinating name, call it hope.” ― Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility Just a few years after
their father’s business scandal shatters their lives, Jane and Celia Woodward find themselves forced out of their
San Francisco tea shop. The last thing Jane wants is to leave their beloved shop on Valencia Street, but when
Celia insists on a move to Austin, Texas, the sisters pack up their kid sister Margot and Jane’s tea plants,
determined to start over yet again. But life in Austin isn’t all sweet tea and breakfast tacos. Their unusual
living situation is challenging and unspoken words begin to fester between Jane and Celia. When Jane meets
and falls for up-and-coming musician Sean Willis, the chasm grows deeper. While Sean seems to charm
everyone in his path, one person is immune – retired Marine Captain Callum Beckett. Callum never meant to
leave the military, but the twin losses of his father and his left leg have returned him to the place he least
expected—Texas. In this modern spin on the Austen classic, Sense and Sensibility, the Woodward sisters must
contend with new ingredients in unfamiliar kitchens, a dash of heartbreak, and the fragile hope that maybe
home isn't so far away.
Asking for More Lilah Pace 2016-03-15 The incendiary author of Begging for It and Asking for It again
plunges readers into the shadowy depths of love, pain, pleasure and peril... How far is too far? Finally sure of
each other's strength and love, Jonah and Vivienne continue to explore their darkest fantasies together.
However, what should be a night of ecstasy takes a dangerous turn, injuring Vivienne. She shrugs off the
incident, but Jonah is haunted by it, particularly by the fear that others may believe he abuses her, or even
glimpse the truth of their erotic obsession. Then Jonah receives a call from his younger sister, Rebecca, who's
dealing with trouble of her own in South America. When Vivienne travels with him to aid Rebecca, she
learns yet more about his tortured history—and Jonah opens up to Vivienne as never before. Can Vivienne
help Jonah cast off the shadows of his past forever? MATURE AUDIENCE
Brutal Game Cara McKenna 2016-11-03 The long-awaited sequel to Willing Victim. Eight months ago, Laurel
walked into an underground boxing gym and found herself mesmerized by a stranger named Flynn-a man
who fights hard and loves harder. Since then he's taken her places where fear and curiosity clash in exquisite
pleasure, where trust is the price of ecstasy, and in time their brutal games have become her kink as much as
his. But when real life intrudes and hard decisions demand action, will these two whose bond is rooted in
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fantasy take shelter in each other's arms, or discover that lust is no substitute for a lasting commitment?

Waterlily Ella Cara Deloria 2009-04-01 When Blue Bird and her grandmother leave their family?s camp to
gather beans for the long, threatening winter, they inadvertently avoid the horrible fate that befalls the rest of
the family. Luckily, the two women are adopted by a nearby Dakota community and are eventually
integrated into their kinship circles. Ella Cara Deloria?s tale follows Blue Bird and her daughter, Waterlily,
through the intricate kinship practices that created unity among her people. Waterlily, published after
Deloria?s death and generally viewed as the masterpiece of her career, offers a captivating glimpse into the
daily life of the nineteenth-century Sioux. This new Bison Books edition features an introduction by Susan
Gardner and an index.
The Reluctant Nude Meg Maguire 2012 Fallon Frost's late foster mother healed the wounds of her childhood.
So when a lecherous developer plans to bulldoze her old home to make room for a strip mall, the practical,
ordered life Fallon has built for herself is threatened. Then he makes a twisted proposal. He'll leave the land
alone if she poses nude for a sculpture for his collection. Seeing no other choice, she heads for Nova
Scotia—only to find a sexy, hot-blooded, infuriating sculptor. The guarded Fallon is a challenge Max Emery
can't wait to tackle. Yet with each tap of his chisel, he uncovers a woman who rekindles a dream he thought
lost. Home, family…love. And the closer he gets to her core, the harder it becomes to accept that he's carving
her naked body for another man's eyes. As progress on the sculpture almost grinds to a halt, their fragile
fantasy world collapses under the weight of reality. Threatening Fallon's one chance to save her foster
mother's land…and any chance she and Max have to find love.
Agony/Ecstasy Jane Litte 2011 With historical, contemporary and futuristic backdrops, this outrageously
diverse collection of original stories explores every conceivable variation of BDSM erotica - from knitting
circles to the Titanic to the retelling of The Little Mermaid. Agony/Ecstasy features all-new tales by some of
the hottest names in romance and erotica, as well as a host of newcomers. Authors include Meljean Brook, Jean
Johnson, Bettie Sharp and many more.
Captivated Tessa Bailey 2018-05-21 Secret aspiring comedian Autumn Reynolds is a girl gone...not wild
exactly. More like lazy. Since her boyfriend abandoned her in New York City for a bunch of improv groupies
she's had two priorities; sucking the nitrous out of whipped cream cans and making sex comics about her
mysterious landlord. Blake hates people-and sunlight-with good reason. Imagine his surprise when he finds
himself lusting after his upstairs tenant, a sunny, Australian people pleaser down on her luck. Turns out his
ability to terrify with a single scowl comes with an advantage. Autumn seems to like it. A lot. As evidenced
by the prisoner-captive comic Blake was never meant to see. As they embark on a three-date arrangement the
rules are clear; filthy, ground breaking sex, no feelings or commitment required. When chemistry is this
strong, though, attachment follows. As Blake and Autumn attempt to negotiate their New York romance,
their prior histories and secret dreams come to the foreground. How long can these polar opposites remain
Captivated, when all signs point to disaster?
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Curio Vignettes Cara McKenna 2015-02-16 When Caroly hires a prostitute, she expects a simple arrangement;
a means to enjoy the talents and body of a gorgeous Frenchman...plus a pricey solution to the issue of her
lingering virginity. What she finds is a damaged man whose perfect shell is outshone only by his warm and
loving nature. But are Didier's kindness and affection just part of the seduction? If she doesn't find out soon,
Caroly could lose not only her innocence, but also her heart. Coercion, Craving, Reversal, Confession, Exposure
Heartless Mary Balogh 2015-07-07 From New York Times bestselling legend Mary Balogh—and the beloved
author of Longing, Silent Melody, and Beyond the Sunrise—comes a ravishing novel of passion and duty, love
and menace.... Life has taught Lucas Kendrick, Duke of Harndon, that a heart is a decided liability. Betrayed by
his elder brother, rejected by his fiancée, banished by his father, and shunned by his mother, Luke fled to
Paris, where he became the most sought-after bachelor in fashionable society. Ten years later, fate has brought
him back home to England as head of the family who rejected him. Unwilling as he is to be involved with
them, he must assume responsibility for his younger siblings, the family estate he once loved—and the
succession. He faces the prospect of marrying with the greatest reluctance—until he sees beguiling Lady Anna
Marlowe across a ballroom one night. Anna, far from being the bright-eyed innocent Luke takes her for, is no
more a stranger to the shadows of a painful past than he is. But for her, marriage cannot so easily solve what is
wrong in her life—not when a tormentor stalks her to the very doors of Bowden Abbey, where Luke and
Anna must learn to trust in each other or risk any chance they may have for a happy future.
Her Best Laid Plans Cara McKenna 2014-04-15 Experience Ireland—the dramatic beauty, the warm
hospitality…and the smoking hot local guys! Imagine nursing a pint in a cozy, authentic country pub, far from
Cork's busy city pulse. Getting here took you a plane, bus, taxi and…um, bicycle. But just as you're resigning
yourself to drinking beside grey-haired farmers, you see him—a man with the looks and charm to soothe any
heartbroken girl. He's your bartender. Your really, really gorgeous bartender. For American Jamie
Webb—recently dumped and housesitting for two weeks—Connor Kelleher is like a six-course feast after a 23year starvation diet. But it's gotta be casual. She's just begun rerouting her life after a three-year man-related
detour. Still, a sexy romp (or twenty!) with Sexy McBartender? But what happens when Jamie's best-laid
plans for no future plans with any man begin to change?

Hard Time Cara McKenna 2014-04-15 In this all-new novel from the author of After Hours and Unbound, a
woman with a rocky past finds romance in the last place she’d ever expect... Annie Goodhouse doesn’t need to
be warned about bad boys; good sense and an abusive ex have given her plenty of reasons to play it safe. But
when she steps into her new role as outreach librarian for Cousins Correctional Facility, no amount of good
sense can keep her mind—or eyes—off inmate Eric Collier. Eric doesn’t claim to be innocent of the crime that
landed him in prison. In fact, he’d do it again if that’s what it took to keep his family safe. Loyalty and force are
what he knows. But meeting Annie makes him want to know more. When Eric begins courting Annie
through letters, they embark on a reckless, secret romance—a forbidden fantasy that neither imagines could
ever be real…until early parole for Eric changes everything, and forces them both to face a past they can’t
forget, and a desire they can’t deny. Praise for Cara McKenna and her novels “Cara McKenna is my go-to
author for gritty, hot love stories full of honest emotion.”—Victoria Dahl, USA Today bestselling author
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“McKenna writes dark, lush, erotic romance.”—Heroes and Heartbreakers “Sweet, smoking hot, standout erotic
romance.”—Beth Kery, New York Times bestselling author Before becoming a purveyor of smart erotic
romance, Cara McKenna worked as a lousy barista, a decent designer, and an over-enthusiastic penguin
handler. She loves writing sexy, character-driven stories about strong-willed men and women who keep each
other on their toes…and bring one another to their knees. Cara now writes full-time and lives north of Boston
with her bearded husband. When she’s not trapped in her own head, she can usually be found in the kitchen,
the coffee shop, or jogging around the nearest duck-filled pond.
Taking What's Mine: Erotica For Women Series Lucia Jordan 2021-12-01 Here, presented in one collection are
the four stories that comprise the Taking What’s Mine - Complete Series by Lucia Jordan, written in her
signature style of high passion, emotion and great romance. Brock “Red Fox” Alexander is on medical leave for
injuries sustained during his last OP. He lost two men, including a man he went through training with. The
two men were closer than brothers. Along with grief, he feels guilty—he’s always been drawn to Shawna
Sutton, now a widow, but she was off limits even though her husband wasn’t faithful and treated her more
like a possession. But now? She’s still off limits, for different reasons. He has his own secrets and doesn’t think
the not-so-grieving widow would understand that his desire to command isn’t limited to his job. He’s a
Dom—and he wants nothing more than to take charge of her. Will she let him, or will his dark energy find
another willing outlet?
Downtown Devil Cara McKenna 2016-06-21 From the author of Crosstown Crush comes the second sexy novel
in the trilogy that explores the illicit pleasures of ménage à trois. At the edge of thirty, Clare is feeling restless.
Even though she’s gainfully employed and pursuing her passion for photography, she can’t shake the feeling
that something’s missing. Then she meets Mica. A perfect subject for her portrait exhibit, Mica is sexy,
exciting, and everything Clare desires. One night with the charismatic stranger is all it takes to leave her
craving more. But the intensity Mica brings isn’t confined to the bedroom, and Clare wonders if this summer
fling might turn more adventurous than she anticipated—especially as a curious energy starts to simmer
between the two of them and Mica’s handsome roommate, Vaughn. As the three-way tension mounts, Mica
makes a sinful proposal. It’s an invitation Clare can’t pass up, and an erotic encounter she’ll never be able to
forget. Caught up between two irresistible men, Clare is about to get all the excitement she’s been looking
for—and then some.... Includes an exclusive preview of the next Sins in the City Novel, Midtown Masters
Praise for Cara McKenna “The sweet, smoking-hot, standout erotic romance you’ve been craving.”—New
York Times Bestselling Author Beth Kery “McKenna is a master.”—#1 New York Times Bestselling Author
Maya Banks “Dirty and mesmerizing.”—Fiction Vixen “McKenna knows how to write sexy-as-hell bad
boys.”—New York Times Bestselling Author Jaci Burton
Degrees of Control Eve Dangerfield 2021-06-02 “Deliciously kinky, entertaining, perfectly paced and absolutely
unputdownable!” - Dirty Girl Romance Blog Charlotte Bell was abandoned by her no-good boyfriend a few
months into their ‘dream life.’ Now she’s barely making ends meet in a rough part of Minneapolis, teaching
yoga and dreaming about her One True Guy. The man who’ll do all the things she’s only fantasized about…
James Hunter has never worked for a damn thing. Why would he? He’s got his daddy’s money, his pretty
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face, and more women than he knows what to do with. On paper, he’s a businessman, but his true profession is
keeping girls from thinking he’ll ever marry them. “This book was crazy insanely blazingly dirty filthy hot!”
- Mandy, Goodreads review When James’ cousin sets him up with her yoga teacher, he’s more than down.
What man wouldn’t want to break in a starry-eyed submissive? Especially one as innocent and beautiful as
Charlotte? But he hadn’t counted on her being perfectly suited to his needs. Charlotte does anything he wants,
even better than he could hope for. He'll spend every dollar he has to keep her in his bed, but how can he
protect his heart? “Sexy, sweet, steamy, erotic and perfect in every way!” - Beanimous, romance blogger
Degradation Stylo Fantôme 2014-07-21 Eighteen year old Tatum O'Shea is a naive, shy, little rich girl.
Twenty-three year old Jameson Kane is smart, seductive, and richer. They come together for one night, one
explosion, one mistake, and Tate is hurled into space – no family, no money, and no Jameson.Seven years later,
life is going pretty good for Tate, when she runs into Jameson again. This time, she thinks she's ready for him.
She doesn't have a naive bone left in her body, and she can't even remember what shy feels like. Jameson has
evolved into Satan – sharp teeth, sharper claws, and a tongue that can cut her in half. It all sounds like fun to a
girl like Tate, and she is ready to play, determined to prove that she isn't the same girl he conquered once
before. A series of games start, each one more devious than the last.But the devil likes to play dirty, and she
learns that playing for souls is playing for keeps. The lines between games and reality, heaven and hell, get
blurry. Can she beat Jameson at his own game before someone gets hurt? Or will he leave her soulless, making
him the winner, once and for all?WARNING: contains a wannabe B-rate porn star, an impersonal personal
assistant, and the F-word, A LOT. Also graphic sexual situations and sadomasochistic themes

Making Him Sweat Meg Maguire 2013-02-19 She's hitting below the belt… Round 1 In this corner is
admittedly romantic Jenna Wilinski, who's inherited a rather seedy boxing gym from her estranged father.
With it, she can realize her dream of launching an upscale matchmaking business…provided she can take on
the very intimidating—and wickedly hot—boxer who stands in her way! Round 2 In the far corner is former
pro boxer Mercer Rowley. He's the only one who can protect his "home"—even if it is a little run-down—from
his determined and feisty little opponent. But man, once the gloves come off, his hands just want to touch her
everywhere… Round 3 This matchup is too close to call. But no matter which contender comes out on top, the
other is sure to enjoy every minute of it….
Slow Surrender Cecilia Tan 2014-08-26 He pushes her sexual boundaries . . . From the moment waitress Karina
meets him in a New York bar, she knows James is different. Daring. Dominating. Though he hides his true
identity from her, the mysterious, wealthy businessman anticipates her every desire and fulfills her secret
fantasies. Awakened by his touch, Karina discovers a wild side she hadn't known existed and nothing is off
limits. She aches for more . . . What begins as an erotic game soon escalates to a power play that blurs the line
between pleasure and pain. Even as she capitulates to James's sensual demands, Karina craves more. She wants
his heart, his soul. She wants his love . . . and she'll break all the rules to get it.
Lay It Down Cara McKenna 2014-08-05 First in the exciting new Desert Dog series, starring hot and sexy
bikers in the Southwest... Backbreaking days, wild nights, and the hard hum of steel between your thighs...
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That’s a life well lived, according to the Desert Dogs—four friends who call Fortuity, Nevada, their badlands
home. Vince Grossier is the self-crowned outlaw king around here. But when Fortuity’s slick new mayor
invites a casino development to town, greed isn’t far behind—and it claims Vince’s good friend as its first
casualty. With the law turning a blind eye to the mysterious death, Vince must seek his own brand of justice.
The pretty photographer hired by the developers might be the key to uncovering the truth. And she’s a
temptation too good to pass up. Finally free of a controlling ex, Kim Paget’s not looking to be taken for a
ride—not on the back of some tattooed roughneck’s bike and definitely not in his bed. But when she uncovers
evidence supporting Vince’s suspicions of murder, Kim must entrust her safety to a man whose body threatens
danger of a whole different kind.
No Logo Naomi Klein 2000-01-15 An analysis of the invasion of our personal lives by logo-promoting,
powerful corporations combines muckraking journalism with contemporary memoir to discuss current
consumer culture

Asking for It Lilah Pace 2015 Graduate student Vivienne Charles is afraid and ashamed of her own fantasies:
being taken by force by a man who will claim her completely. When the mysterious Jonah Marks learns her
secret, he makes a stunning offer: they will remain near-strangers and meet in secret so that he can fulfil her
fantasies. Their arrangement is twisted. The sex is incredible. And soon their emotions are bound together as
tightly as the rope around Vivienne's wrists. But the secrets in their pasts threaten to take their arrangement
down an even darker path.
Begging for It Lilah Pace 2015-09-01 The provocative author of Asking for It once again explores the dark side
of erotic obsession, and the secrets that make it as dangerous as it is irresistible. Some secrets should only be
shared in the dark. Jonah and Vivienne’s erotic bond—living out raw scenarios of captivity and force—began as
no-strings sex between strangers who shared the same desires. Now the intimacy between them is turning
into love, but it’s a love built on fantasies so extreme that exploring them makes guilt inescapable. But the risks
they're taking are far more dangerous than they'd imagined. A stalker is terrorizing the city, and one of
Jonah’s ex-lovers names him as a potential suspect to the police. Standing by a man under suspicion could cost
Vivienne everything. But when Jonah’s stepfather takes advantage of the scandal to seize control of the Marks
family fortune, Vivienne is drawn into her lover’s broken family and twisted past. Only then will she learn
how dark the truth really is...
After Hours Cara McKenna 2013-04-16 A "smoking hot"* erotic romance novel that will have you up all
night... Erin Coffey has been a nurse for years, but nothing’s prepared her for the physical and emotional
demands of her new position. Needing to move closer to her dysfunctional family, she takes a dangerous job at
Larkhaven Psychiatric Hospital, where she quickly learns that she needs protection—and she meets the strong,
over-confident coworker who’s more than willing to provide it. Kelly Robak is the type of guy that Erin has
sworn she’d never get involved with. She’s seen firsthand, via her mess of a sister, what chaos guys like him
can bring into a woman’s life. But she finds herself drawn to him anyway, even when he shows up at her
door, not eager to take no for an answer. What Erin finds even more shocking than Kelly’s indecent proposal is
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how much she enjoys submitting to his every command. But he can’t play the tough guy indefinitely. If they
want to have more than just an affair, both will have to open up and reveal what they truly need. “The sweet,
smoking hot, standout erotic romance you’ve been craving.”—*New York Times bestselling author Beth Kery
The Red Tiffany Reisz 2019-08 Mona Lisa St. James made a deathbed promise that she would do anything to
save her mother's art gallery. Unfortunately, not only is The Red painted red, but it's in the red.Just as she
realizes she has no choice but to sell it, a mysterious man comes in after closing time and makes her an offer:
He will save The Red if she agrees to submit to him for the period of one year.The man is handsome, English,
and terribly tempting...but surely her mother didn't mean for Mona to sell herself to a stranger. Then again,
she did promise to do anything to save The Red..."The Red" is a novel of erotic fantasy from Tiffany Reisz,
international bestselling author of "The Bourbon Thief" and the Original Sinners series.
Crush Nicole Williams 2013-04-23 Fans of Crash and Clash will be dying to get their hands on this third redhot romance featuring Lucy and Jude. Anyone who loved, Slammedby Colleen Hoover, Beautiful Disaster by
Jamie McGuire and Just For Now by Abbi Glines will love this series from Nicole.
Willing Victim Cara McKenna 2016-07-08 For the past couple years Laurel's been coasting, hiding in the
backseat while her life drifts off course. Then one summer afternoon a tall, built bruiser named Flynn strides
in and steers her straight into an infatuation she never saw coming. Flynn introduces Laurel to things she's
never imagined before-to the violent but exciting realm of the underground boxing circuit, to rough sex and
even rougher role-playing, and to an attraction she craves even as it intimidates her. As Flynn invites her
deeper into his world and his life, Laurel has to make a choice-let fear keep her holed up where it's safe, or
take a chance and fight for the man who makes her feel more alive than she'd dreamed possible.

Mutually Beneficial Heather Guerre 2021-02-15 Please, I'll do anything. Annalise Teague is dead broke. Her
life has become a highwire act, trying to balance too many obligations to too many people. When she can't
scrape together the money for rent, she has no choice but to beg her landlord for mercy. But Jason Andreas
isn't known for his bleeding heart. Instead of mercy, he offers her a deal. She won't owe him a penny if she
gives him... herself. She knows it's wrong to accept... but, is it even worse if she likes it? Just do as I tell you.
Jason has been infatuated with Annalise since the day he met her. He knows he's too damaged and broken to
ever have her heart. So when the opportunity to have just a little piece of her comes along, he's ruthless
enough to seize it. But the more he takes, the more he needs, until he realizes he's never going to be happy
with just one piece. He needs all of her--body, heart, and soul.

Willing Captive Belle Aurora 2014-08-21 Delilah “Lily” Flynn is used to her drab existence. Lily's been living
it for twenty two years. Her boring life is suddenly turned on its head when she's rudely kidnapped from her
bedroom. Or so she thinks. Nox Taylor is far too high up in his field to be assigned a babysitting job. There's
nothing more he wants than to complete his mission so he can be rid of the smartass tomboy, Lily. Day after
day, Nox watches Lily and her strange ways. She's unlike any woman he's ever met. Getting close to the girl
is purely for her own protection…right? Lily never imagined she'd make her first real friends in captivity. To
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what lengths would she go to keep them?

Crosstown Crush Cara McKenna 2015-09-01 The first in a new series from the “wicked-hot”* author of Hard
Time and Give It All explores the fantasies of a daring married couple—and those of a stranger invited to play
along in their scandalous little games… When he’s working, Mike Heyer is all business—every inch the alpha
male, with the hard, capable body to back up his persona. But at home he can be a different man entirely,
harboring appetites only his wife gets to glimpse... When Samira first learned of her husband’s fantasies, she
was reluctant, even alarmed. But after witnessing the way they set him on fire, she yielded, and happily
indulged. As their games have intensified, so has the rush. And now so has the risk—they’re poised to take
Mike’s indecent desires to the next level, by opening their bed to a sexy, brazen stranger. A man seeming
custom-made to grant every last one of Mike and Samira’s sinful wishes. Welcoming someone new into their
lives was always a dangerous proposition, but the couple imagined if anything was at stake, it was their
privacy…not their hearts. *New York Times Bestselling Author Jaci Burton

Act Your Age Eve Dangerfield 2021-07-17 "A love letter to readers who've ever been made to feel weird for
loving daddy kink. Dangerfield is a bold, brilliant, captivating voice who should be at the very top of your
TBR." - New York Times bestselling author Tessa Bailey All Kate 'Middleton' McGrath wants is a man to call
'Daddy' in bed. But kinks aren't for everyone. She gets it. They're definitely not going to be for her
grumpaholic boss, Mr Henderson. But a girl can dream, can't she? Especially when he's always so stern with
her… "Fresh, sexy and fun. Act Your Age is Australian erotic romance at its best." - New York Times
bestselling author Kylie Scott Tyler Henderson is a golden boy who's lost his shine. He's old, his dream career
is over, his fiancée left him. Now all the former firefighter can do is bury his troubles in paperwork and hard
liquor... and try to keep Middleton out of his head. He's not going anywhere near that girl. He's done with
sweet and innocent. And things don't come much sweeter or more innocent than a cupcake-baking engineer
who knits her own hats. "It's 2am and this book is everything and I. Am. Dead. If you have to read one daddy
book-read this one." - New York Times bestselling author L.J. Shen When a case of mistaken identity brings
Kate and Ty together, they soon realize they have more in common, and more to lose, than either of them
dreamed… ACT YOUR AGE is a full-length contemporary novel by critically acclaimed author Eve
Dangerfield.

R is for Ricochet Sue Grafton 2021-01-05 In this #1 New York Times bestseller in Sue Grafton's Alphabet
series, private investigator Kinsey Millhone has her hands full when a job that should be easy money takes a
turn for the worse. Reba Lafferty was a daughter of privilege, the only child of an adoring father. Nord
Lafferty was already in his fifties when Reba was born, and he could deny her nothing. Over the years, he
quietly settled her many scrapes with the law, but wasn't there for her when she was convicted of
embezzlement and sent to the California Institution for Women. Now, at thirty-two, she's about to be paroled,
having served twenty-two months of a four-year sentence. Her father wants to be sure Reba stays straight,
stays home and away from the drugs, the booze, and the gamblers... It seems a straightforward assignment for
Kinsey: babysit Reba until she settles in, make sure she follows all the niceties of her parole. Maybe a week’s
work. Nothing untoward—the woman seems remorseful and friendly. And the money is good. But life is
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never that simple, and Reba is out of prison less than twenty-four hours when one of her old crowd comes
circling round...
Duchess for a Day Peggy Waide 1999 In a plot to regain her usurped fortune, young Jocelyn marries the Duke
of Wilcott, England's premier bachelor, without his knowledge. She intends to get an annulment, but after one
breathless kiss, Jocelyn knows she'll be duchess for a lifetime.
True Hallucinations Terence Mckenna 1994-04-22 This mesmerizing, surreal account of the bizarre adventures
of Terence McKenna, his brother Dennis, and a small band of their friends, is a wild ride of exotic experience
and scientific inquiry. Exploring the Amazon Basin in search of mythical shamanic hallucinogens, they
encounter a host of unusual characters -- including a mushroom, a flying saucer, pirate Mantids from outer
space, an appearance by James and Nora Joyce in the guise of poultry, and translinguistic matter -- and
discover the missing link in the development of human consciousness and language.
Locked Box Eve Dangerfield 2021-05-12 "Insanely hot. Click it as fast as you can." - New York Times
bestselling author Tessa Bailey What happens when you accidentally get locked in the evidence room with a
man you've been lusting after for years? Julia Bennett is a good girl. She wouldn't go near a married man.
Especially not one she works with. No matter how handsome he is. "Sweet baby Jesus this book. THIS BOOK.
I've said it before, and I'll say it again: Eve Dangerfield never fails to make my ovaries happeh." - Dirty Girl
Romance Things can't get much worse for Constable Max Connor. He's getting divorced, his best friend is
squatting in his house, and his inappropriate crush on the IT girl is getting way out of hand... And that was
before he locked the two of them in an evidence room. "This book is HOT!! With a little bit of funny, some
dirty talking and a man in uniform who gets off on being BOSSY!!" - Stacey is Sassy, Romance Blogger What
hope does constable Max have for reigning in his dark desires? LOCKED BOX is a full-length contemporary
novel by critically acclaimed author Eve Dangerfield. It is the first book in the Bennett Sisters Series.
Indecent...Desires Jane O'Reilly 2014-03-18 Her wish is his command. By day, Meredith is a divorced, 30something control freak, organizing the stationery cupboard and searching for her next husband and future
father of her children from among the suited drones in the office.
Ask a Manager Alison Green 2018-05-01 From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New
York’s work-advice columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional
conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the
work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward
conversations in the office because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this
incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your career. You’ll
learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trashtalk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you
catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is
making you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone
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who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when
others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you
far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense
writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely applied to relationships in all areas of readers’ lives.
Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to management, or anyone hoping to improve their work
experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column.
This book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our
workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and
author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for
navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial:
Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
When in Rio Delphine Dryden 2011-06 Katie Snow is content worshipping her object of lust from afar. After
all, Jack isn't merely a crush, he's also her boss. And office romances are trouble. When Katie accompanies Jack
to a weeklong conference in Rio, she's sure she can control her libido-until she discovers her boss's dominant
nature extends beyond the boardroom. What's a good submissive girl to do? Embarking on an intense affair,
Katie falls deeper into the pleasure of Jack's demands...deeper into the man himself. His will is her command,
every correct move rewarded with praise that she comes to crave. But suddenly Katie is caught in a vortex of
conflicting emotions and doubt when a flash from Jack's past enters the picture-in the form of a dramatically
gorgeous ex. How can Katie compete? How could she have allowed a short, sultry affair to turn into love? Out
of her depth, Katie's heart is suddenly in more danger than her spankable behind. Something tells her the Big
Book of Submission won't help her this time.
Debt Nina G. Jones 2014-12-24 I don't know what I was thinking when I hired someone to attack me. Maybe I
was bored, or lonely, or there was a void so deep inside of me that I needed something explosive to fill it. It
was supposed to be safe. A thrill. A way to break through the monotony of everyday life. It was an illusion of
danger that I could walk away from as soon as it was over. Except that it wasn't. Because I had been in danger
long before I ever invited it into my life. ———————My mission is almost complete. The bubbling boil of
vengeance that heats my blood might finally simmer. She is the last piece of the puzzle. Once I destroy her,
everyone who ever hurt me will have paid their debt. It was supposed to be quick and easy, but as soon as I
met her it got complicated. Very complicated.
Breaking Him Sherilee Gray 2016-09-05 Folks in town call him a monster—say he’s dangerous. But I know
him simply as Elijah Hays, the quiet, gentle giant who works with the horses on my ranch. I can feel him
watching me, that steady, intense gaze making me crave things I don’t quite understand, burn in a way that
frightens me. He’s always kept his distance...until that night. I remember him coming to my rescue, me
following him into the barn, giving him his first taste of a woman, and his inexperienced yet barely reined
touch turning me to ash. Now all I can think about is exposing the dark desire I see deep inside him—having
him turn those dark desires on me. That low, gritty voice rasping orders in my ear. Those huge, rough hands
holding me down when a storm blows in. I want his surrender. His control. I want to break him...and have
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him break me...
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